Comment to the book of
Atlas of Anatomy: Dentistry and Medicine
Dr. Tillman
Anatomy!!!!
The older I get, sorry, the wiser I get and the more I enjoy studying anatomy again, understanding
how ignorant I am! I think it is fundamental to know it perfectly to understand which are the hidden
dangers that are behind a simple injection of hyaluronic acid, or botulinum. It has been very useful
the fact that I teach, which I like and enjoy very much. In fact, for self-love and duty, you cannot say
idiocies (and we often hear them!!!). Knowledge requires study and dedication but not everyone is
willing to sacrifice. We are in an era of great professors, especially in aesthetic medicine, where
sometimes the basics are missing. As my friend Nicodemo Maggiulli, my editor and very expert in this
field, says: houses start from the foundation and the second floor is based on the first one and not on
the low ground!!!
And he is totally right!!!
So, dear colleagues and friends, we have to study anatomy and know it perfectly! Arteries and veins,
their dangerous passages, nerves, understanding if a nerve is sensitive or motorial, because both the
danger and the answer from the patient changes, and we need to prevent them.
You all might say that there was not need for another atlas of anatomy. In my opinion, you are
wrong! From each book we are able to find something new, better said, and maybe easier and more
descriptive that makes you immediately understand (how did I not know it so far!!!) a determined
detail that you did not consider before.
Even the format suits the description of anatomic areas, face, neck, and muscles, with very simple
images. Nerves are described with particular attention and I think no mistakes were made.
So a book to study and go trough when you have a doubt..
By the way: how many doubts did you have in the past few months?? NONE?? Just worked??
Doubt people, doubt!
A. Redaelli

